The method of elimination is applicable also in combination with existing coset decoding schemes.
If a fast ML decoder for B is available and T is small then evidently C can also be decoded efficiently. Frequently, fast decoding oft? can be accomplished by employing a decoder for a shorter code a*, called contracted code [20] .
Let GB be a generator matrix of B. Then B* is generated by a matrix GB* that satisfies the following conditions: the [14] , [17] , [18] , [24] , [as] . We remark that the coset-decoding approach is not confined to binary codes or to memoryless channels.
In this paper we present a method for ML soft coset decoding of the second order Reed-Muller RM(2,m) codes and the (24,12,8) Golay code. The method is based on the existence of a subcode B that is contractible to a B* = ( n / d , n/d, 1) a coset code A representable in a way that enables Since A(B) = 0, it is rather simple to obtain the most likely word in any coset of B and the corresponding weight, i.e., the measure by which cosets are compared. The elimina tion means identification of non-winner cosets by a method considerably faster than straightforward scoring of weights.
code, and elimination of most cosets.
A structure called constrained design will be introduced to support the elimination procedure. The coset representatives are separated into collections in a way that each collection constitutes the blocks of a constrained design. A block consists of several entries, called points. The elimination is based on maximization of certain point (rather than block) weights. The efficiency of the decoders derived in the sequel is largely due to the elimination procedure.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section I1 constrained designs are defined and some of their properties are presented. An improved coset decoding scheme for RM(2,m) is provided in Section 111. The decoding procedures for the RM(2,m) codes for m = 3 , 4 , 5 are described in Section IV. In Section V a ML soft decoder for the (24,12,8) Golay code is derived.
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11. CONSTRAINED DESIGNS A rather general notion in finite geometry is the concept of incidence structure. If ( B ) # (C) whenever B and C are distinct blocks, then we can identify each block B with the corresponding point set ( B ) and the incidence relation I with the membership relation E .
Let V be an incidence structure with v points, b blocks, such that all point degrees are equal to r and all block degrees are equal to K . Then [4] v r = b K .
An important subclass of incidence structures is the family of t-designs [4], [16] (see Definition 2). A t -(U, K , 1) design is also called an S(t, IC, U ) Steiner system. We shall introduce an incidence structure, useful for describing ML decoding, that resembles a design. We call it constrained design (see Definition 3) because the points are arranged in some rectangular array and the blocks are constrained to satisfy certain conditions. De$nitaon 2: An (ordinary) t -(U, K , A) design is an incidence structure having v points and b blocks, with all point degrees equal to r and all block degrees equal to K , such that every t points are members of exactly A blocks.
Definition 3: A t -( U , IC, A) constrained design is an incidence structure of v points and b blocks, with l(p)l = r for all points p and I(B)I = K for all blocks B , that fulfills the following conditions. I) v = ~1 K for some integer 211. The points are arranged in a v1 x IC array r, called evaluation array.
11) The blocks are constructed by choosing K points, one from each column of r, such that every t points are members of exactly X blocks. In view of 11), it is possible to use an alphabet of size 01, rather than U , to represent all the points. 1-(6,3,1) constrained design. But (111,222) does not form a 2-(6,3,1) constrained design (as 11) would be violated).
Example 2: A 2 -( 9 , 3 , 1 ) constrained design, with parameters r = 3 and b = 9, will be described with the aid of the 3 x 3 evaluation array r presented by Fig. 2 for forming a block pick arbitrarily three points belonging to distinct columns of F(')(m); the fourth point is then Uniquely determined. Clearly, the foregoing set of 2m points and 23(m-2) blocks is a 3 -(2m, 4 , l ) constrained design.
Note that I' = 1 4 @ { e * H2m-2}, where e is any fixed 2m-2-tuple over {-1, +l}, may also serve as the evaluation array for a 3 -(2"', 4 , l ) constrained design.
Remark There exists an ordinary 3 -(2m, 4 , l ) design (an S(3,4,2m) system). Since not every subset of three symbols is allowed in a 3 -(am, 4 , l ) constrained design, Id0)I is smaller than the number A00 of blocks of a 3 -(2m,4, 1) design, given by A00 = 2m-2(2m-1)(2m-1-1)/3.
The following definition is similar to the one applied for ordinary t-designs [16, p.611. (2)
Hence, the numbers {bij} form a Pascal triangle, depicted in Fig. 3 . Note that a necessary condition for an incidence structure, namely book = v b l l , is indeed satisfied. The foregoing definition of block intersection numbers is straightforwardly extendable to the case i = 4. However, either b44 = 1 (i.e., the four fixed points belong to a block) or b44 = 0. Also, (b4j : j = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 } assume different Values in the two cases. These values are obtainable by (2) for both cases. +++-+++-+++-+++-+-++ +-++ +-++ +-++ ++-+ ++-+ ++-+ ++-+ These designs will be used in the next section for decoding RM(2,4). To form a block pick any three points from distinct columns of (I'(')), then select the point from the remaining column such that the entry-by-entry product of the four points is (+ + ++). Table I 111. IMPROVED COSET DECODING SCHEME FOR RM(2,m) A ML soft coset decoding algorithm for RM(2,m) codes is presented in this section. Its efficiency is due to the representation by a collection of 3 -(2",4, 1) constrained designs, introduced in Section 11, a representation that enables convenient elimination of many cosets. A bound on the number of cosets that survive the elimination procedure will be expressed in terms of the block intersection numbers { bij } of the 3 -(2m,4, 1) constrained design.
Let us elaborate the ML coset decoding approach outlined in Section I. Let a codeword of C be transmitted through a memoryless channel with transition probability densities fj(u) = f ( u l j ) , where j E GF(2) and 
then the most likely codeword in the coset rj +B is given by rj+bj. Let bi satisfy (bi, pi) = maxj{(b$, f i j ) } . Then c = ri+bi is the output of the ML coset decoder. Equivalently, c'=ri*bi.
If A(B) = 0 then the score w(rj) of the coset rj + B, defined by (7), is obviously nonnegative and will be called the weight of rj.
. Hereafter we shall not use separate notations to distinguish a binary vector over GF(2) from its counterpart over Let C = RM(2,m), the second order Reed-Muller code of length 2m. We proceed to relate a certain subspace of RM(2,m) to the 3 -(2m, 4 , l ) constrained design described earlier. Based on such representation, an efficient procedure for ML soft decoding of RM(2,m) codes will be devised.
According to the I U I U + v I construction [16, 
It is important to exhibit A as the union of 3 -(2m, 4 , l ) constrained designs. Let 0 0 1 1 P = ( ; ; ; ;). where blq is expressed by (2) and, as noted earlier, its value differs for the cases b44 = 1 and b44 = 0.
Assuming 44 = 0, there exists for each a = 1,2,3,4 a 3.-type block that contains a (unique) non-maximal point Xu belonging to the ath column of I'(L). Furthermore, {X1,X2,X3,X4} is evidently not a block. Yo will stand for any of the 2"-' -2 non-maximal points of column a , exclusive of Xu.
The decoding algorithm consists of four stages. The efficiency of the algorithm is due mainly to the second stage, namely the elimination of blocks, which is based on the configuration of maximal points within each layer. However, as demonstrated in the next section, additional shortcuts are possible by careful examination of the structure of the coset code under consideration. We remark that the elimination stage can conveniently be incorporated into some (both ML and suboptimal) existing decoders for various codes. This will result in a decrease of the average computational complexity. 
Elimination stage:
Apply the following rules to each of the layers.
. Rule E.l: If 4 4 = 1 then the 4-type block is the best within the layer.
Rule E.2: Assuming 44 = 0, the 3-type block {Wl,Wz,W3,X4} is the best of all b l l = 22("-2) (see Fig. 3 ) blocks of (X4) (i.e., the blocks passing through X4). Also, { W1, W2, X3, W4} is the best among all of the blocks of (X3) \ (X4). Similarly, {Wl, X2, W3, W4} is the best of 
Final stage:
Let r be the largest weighing block among the TL blocks thus obtained, and denote by Mu; a = 1,2,3,4 the inner products (14) of the points lying on r. Decode c = r*{sgn(M1,M~,M3,M4)~12~-2).
In the sequel we exclude from consideration the most favorable case sgn(p) E RM(2,m), namely that bit-by-bit hard decoding coincides with ML soft decoding. Rules E.2 and E.3 are modifiable for enabling additional elimination of blocks. The idea is to replace w,, with a higher order (i.e. second or third) maximum weight, and then apply rules similar to E.2 and E.3 (see Section IV).
IV. DECODERS FOR RM(2,m); m = 3,4,5
In compliance with a prevailing convention ([3], [7] , [8], [20] ), the complexity of decoding is measured in terms of the total number of real-valued additions and subtractions, hereafter called additions. For clarity of exposition we consider first RM(2,3), an (8,7) single parity check code, for which the Wagner decoder [20] is rather efficient. Our approach of coset elimination yields a decoder with the same complexity (unlike, for instance, the Wolf algorithm [28]).
Thereafter larger values of m will be considered. Remarkably, ML decoding of the (32,16,8) RM(2,5) code is accomplished by at most 1183 additions, which is less than the worst case complexity of any previously reported decoder 181 ,P 51 ,P 1 1 , PSI.
A . The case m = 3
According to (8) and (9), the coset code A is generated by GA(2,3) = (03x4 P ) , where P is given by (11). Also, 
In conclusion, the worst case complexity is 4+3=7 additions (required to perform the last stage). The key to the reduction of complexity, with respect to conventional ([7] ,[8], [29] ) coset decoding methods, is that only 4 out of the 8 coset representatives are scored in the worst case (and none in the most favorable case).
B. T h e case m = 4
By (8), the coset code A is spanned by the following
Here51,=(a-1)+{0,4,8,12); a = 1,2,3,4. also,^= 128 and TL = 2. Thus A consists of two layers, generated by the arrays of (3) and (4); each layer contains 64 coset representatives (see Table I ). Layer decoding: Consider a layer with 16 survivor blocks.
Let the deviations Di,, be defined by Q, , , = Iw, -IMi,,,ll for i , a = 1,2,3,4 (with implicit e). Obviously, the best block is one that minimizes the total deviation, E:=, Dj,,.
To enhance the efficiency of the elimination technique, we therefore apply to such layer the following rule. (16) with even number of negative signs. First apply a four entries Gray code to obtain all values of a = PO f p4 f pg f p1z and b = pl6 f p20 f p24 f p 2 8 by 2.10 = 20 additions.
Thereafter, the maximum of the eight weights Layer decoding: Apply Rule E.4, and a similar rule with third maximum weights. The set of blocks that survive all these elimination rules, in a (rather rarely encountered) worst case, consists of the four 3-type, twelve 2-type and no more than four l-type blocks. For each layer and a fixed U, 4 additions are sufficient to find the second and third maxima of la f bl, and 7 additions are required to compute all deviations from the maximum weight. Upon completion of such procedure for all U = 1,2,3,4, the winning block in each layer is identified by at most 46 additions. Thus the complexity does not exceed S ( 4 . 4 + 4 ' 7 + 46) = 720. Let j = C:=32i-3si and 1 = C;=02isi. Then the 512 coset representatives, spanned by GA, are given (in f l ++---++- 
will hereafter be called a point. By (18) and ( with K ' given by Table 11 . To generate blocks, pick a point from each of the three columns of I'('), subject to the condition r!') 3 # 1 * r!') 3 2 * r(') 3t3 = K'.
(21) The blocks for any 1 are represented by Table 111 . Note that one may obtain the evaluation arrays for RM(2,5) by appending a column to the foregoing r(') for and 2% with second and third largest weights, respectively. Consider a 1-type block r which contains 2,-for some a E {1,2,3} and m E {1,2}, and let X be the point of r which is non-maximal and differs from 27. Then all blocks passing through X , other than r, are eliminated.
We proceed to present the ML soft decoding algorithm for the (24, 12, 8) extended Golay code. Thereafter, some details of the decoding procedure under worst case condition are presented. Due to the elimination technique, the average computational complexity is less than that of . . . 5 WE,,; U = 1,2,3.
any presently known ML Golay decoder under moderately noisy conditions. with an even number of negative signs are required. It follows that 3{20+8.3+64} = 324 additions is the total worst case complexity of computing the weights and locating the maximal points for all of t . 7 = 1,2,3.
The worst case with respect to the elimination procedure occurs when the bound (23) for 0~2 is met for all the eight layers. Consider for example the constellation depicted in Fig. 5 . The corresponding list of three 2-type, eighteen 1-type and 43 0-type blocks is presented by Table IV . By Rule F.2, only 21 of the 0-type blocks survive. Thus OF2 = 22. By applying Rule F.3, at the expense of 3.8 = 24 additions, ut most three 2-type, eighteen 1-type and six 0-type blocks survive. The best of the 2-type and 1-type survivor blocks may then be found by at most 3(6 + 6 + 1) + 2 = 41 additions (by combining the blocks into three disjoint trees with a common root). Similarly, the best 0-type block is found by 3 . 4 + 2 = 14 additions. Hence, the best layer representative is found by at most 41+14+1 = 56 operations. Assuming worst case conditions for all the eight layers, the complexity of layer decoding totals 8.56 = 448.
The final decoding stage consumes seven additions. Hence the worst case complexity of decoding is 324+24+448+7 = 803. However, the average complexity for a moderately noisy channel is substantially smaller.
The elimination rules can be employed to improve the performance of existing decoders. Consider, for example, the decoder of [27] for the Golay code. Apply Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the decoding algorithm of [27] . Identify the maximal points (points are called blocks in [27] ) and apply Rules E.l and E.2. Then apply Step 5 only to those hexacodewords which survive the elimination stage.
